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Abstract: The core content of this paper is bi-lingual-bi-scriptural ambigrams in Devnagari and Latin
scripts. Through these ambigram artworks and detailed demonstration of their creation process, the
paper intends to establish ambigrams in the Indian scenario and thereby create overall awareness
about the concept.
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1. Introduction
The earliest known published reference to the term ‘Ambigram’ was by Douglas Hofstadter
who describes an ambigram as "a calligraphic design that manages to squeeze two different
readings into the selfsame set of curves." Thus an ambigram is a graphical figure that is
rendered in a known script by modifying its letterforms in such a manner that it spells out
one or more words not only as presented but also in another direction or orientation.
Ambigrams are also referred to by names such as ‘Designatures’, ‘Inversions’, ‘Flipscript’,
‘Vertical Palindromes’ etc.
The concept of ambigrams has been known for over a century now. But most of the popular
ambigrams seen today are in the Latin script. Published instances of ambigrams in other
scripts are minimal. This paper explores the area of ambigram creation in the Devnagari
script as well as combination ambigrams of Devnagari and Latin. In these bi-scriptural
combination ambigrams, the typographic unit is designed to spell out word/s in Devnagari
from one orientation/point of view and in Latin from the other. It is essential to note here
that these combination ambigrams are termed as ‘bi-scriptural' and not ‘bi-lingual’. Script
is a visual representation that gives language a tangible form. The whole concept of an
ambigram is based on its tangible being i.e. it cannot exist without a physical form. Thus,
it is the script of a language, which forms the basis for the structure of the ambigram. But

one script can be used to express different languages. For instance, although Devnagari
and Latin are mother scripts of different languages, the words used in the ambigram may
not always be written in its respective script. Words from the language ’Marathi’ which
uses the Devnagari script may be transliterated into the Latin Script and vice versa. Hence
Devnagari-Latin ambigrams are necessarily ‘bi-scriptural’ but they may or may not be ‘bilingual’.
2. Types of Ambigrams
Based on their visual functioning (independent of the script), ambigrams can be classified
into several types like rotational, mirror, figure-ground, perceptual shift etc. This
classification is made on the basis of what is meant to be the second point of perspective
in reading the ambigram. In rotational ambigrams, the second reading must occur when
the graphical unit of the ambigram is rotated either 180 degree or 90 degree, and in mirror
ambigrams it must function through reflection. In figure-ground ambigrams the negative
spaces of the letters in the word on the foreground must create another word in the
background whereas in perceptual shift, the same unit, i.e. the positive spaces themselves
should spell out two different words when perceived differently.
Although the visual perception aspect of all the types differs greatly from each other, the
basic fundamental is to create multi perceptional text through form and shape alterations.
Thus this technique wise classification is not script specific.
3. The Creation Process
With references and examples based on this case study of Devnagari-Latin combination
ambigrams the explanation given below is a step by step procedure for creating an
ambigram. Thus, a similar approach could also be followed for developing ambigrams in
other scripts or script combinations. But these techniques and typographical aspects of
ambigram creation suggested here are generic and therefore each of them may not
necessarily be applicable in their exact form for creating all ambigrams.
Before beginning the ambigram creation process, one must always remember, that the
whole essence of a good ambigram is its readability. If the graphical structure meant to be
an ambigram is unreadable from either orientation, then it cannot be termed as an
ambigram. Therefore, application of any technique or typographical alteration must be
done only if it helps carrying forward the ambigram towards the ultimate goal of
readability.

The most important aspect of ambigram making is experimentation to find the
innumerable ways of modifying a letterform to look like another even while maintaining its
self-identity. With slight wavering in a line/stroke/shape an entirely different letterform
can be conveyed from what it would have been without that wavering. The process is thus
a trial and error one. Yet if one understands the basic components involved and the
affecting factors, the exploration could be directed appropriately.
The explanation given below is a verbal one and is supported by visuals of rough sketches
demonstrating the same process being applied for creating a 180 degree rotational
Devnagari-Latin combination ambigram of the proverb ‘tit for tat’ (Latin) and is translation
‘जशास तसे’ (Devnagari).
3.1 The basic letterforms
To begin from scratch, the first thing is to simply put down the desired word/s on paper in
clear handwriting (legible and readable) using a pencil. The flexibility offered by these
tools provides the artist tremendous scope for exploration of letterforms and also gives
freedom in terms of expression through strokes. The word/s should be written separately
adjacent to each other using all the possible forms that the script offers. For instance, in
Latin script, words could be written entirely in the uppercase or lowercase or in the
sentence case. Also there are different ways of writing certain letters like the lowercase
‘a’, ’r’; uppercase ‘Q’ etc. as per several cultural and historical influences on the script. In
Devnagari too, there are alternative ways of writing particular letters (e.g. letter ‘ल’, ‘ख’
can be written in 2 ways). This step helps to set a benchmark for the expected readability
of the ambigram inspite of the manipulations that its elements would be subject to.
After putting down these words, the artist must observe the natural hand written
mannerism of the strokes that the letterforms portray. This helps in understanding the flow
and structure of the basic letterform. One can explore more and more by trying out
different styles of writing these letters or also obtain samples of hand written letterforms
from other individuals to gain insight on the various possibilities of producing the same
letter. At this stage, it is essential to limit oneself to observing linear forms only and not
calligraphic letters or typefaces.

Figure.1 Exploration of linear styles in basic letterforms

3.2 Forming the core skeleton
Here, the paper talks about developing the inner skeleton of the ambigram not only in
terms of creating illusions of letterforms through stroke structures but also in the light of
anatomical differences in the two writing systems, Devnagari and Latin.
One should again start by hand writing the words, but this time, by putting them in their
respective orientation expected in the final output. This ensures imbibing in the artist’s
mind, an image of the two visual forms that need to be fused together. For e.g. to make a
180 degree rotational ambigram, the two words should be stacked over each other in
opposite orientations where the top line of both the words remains common whereas for a
mirror ambigram, one of the words should be written in its original orientation and next to
it, the reflection of the other word.
Then, the letterforms in the two visual units must be made to correspond through one to
one mapping. This is the stage where one decides which of the two elements would be
blended in a single structure. Thus, it becomes obvious that creating ambigrams can be
possible only between words which are more or less similar in length. While creating a
single script Latin ambigram, it is easy to find this by simply counting the letters in each
spelling. But in combination ambigrams like Devnagari-Latin, such counting of letters is not
possible due to difference in the orthographies of the two scripts. In Latin, the letterforms
act as standalone characters. Therefore, whatever may be the pronunciation of a word,

the structure of any spelling in Latin is simply different arrangements of some letterforms
from the entire alphabet (vowels and consonants similarly) consisting of 26 letters. Thus
the script structure is linear. In the Devnagari script, the letters are called ‘Aksharas’. The
script being an abugida, the consonant–vowel sequences are written as a unit. That is,
although every consonant also contains an inherent vowel, while structuring a word using
Devnagari, one has to write the consonant and then add or mute diacritical and vowel signs
as per pronunciation. The placement of these signs can be below, adjacent and/or above
the letterform giving the script a three tier structure. Another feature of the script is the
‘jodaksharas’ or ‘conjunct consonants’ which are formed when a cluster of consonants
come together to form a single unit. Furthermore, the diacritical and vowel signs may also
be attached to the conjunct consonants. Thus, for Devnagari-Latin combination
ambigrams, mapping of corresponding characters and comparison of word lengths can be
done only on the basis of the graphical components within each of them.
These corresponding characters now need to be structurally modified to integrate into one
form. To see how fluid our conceptions of letters are, we have to see how far we can
stretch letters and still have them retain their identities. For this, one must be able to
figure out the graphical components that give each of the letterforms its unique identity. It
is these components that must remain invariant for the letter to be readable. For e.g. in
the Latin letter ‘A’ if the horizontal bar is removed, even then its identity remains intact.
On the contrary, in the Devnagari letter ‘स’ if the horizontal bar is removed, the letter
would completely lose its identity and may be wrongly perceived as ‘रा’. In some cases,
this identification is obvious while in some others it can be understood only through
experimentation.
Along with individual letter characteristics, another important structural element of the
Devnagari script in its entirety is the ‘shirorekha’ or headline. This line appears on the top
of each of the Devnagari characters forming a continuous topline in a word. It thus may
become a hindrance for the graphical structure of Latin in combination ambigrams. Inspite
of its importance in the Devnagari script, to integrate the ‘shirorekha’ and yet maintain
the identity of the Latin script becomes very difficult and therefore can often be
overlooked.
While mapping, there may be chances that instead of the first and last letters of the two
words pairing up, the first and second last letters are likely to become an obvious pair for

the fusion as per the graphical structure of strokes. In such a case, the pairing can be
shifted one space to the left/right and the remaining first/last letter would have to be
disguised as part of stylizations like flourishes.
Also, finding correspondents for each component is often not possible. Therefore, one
needs to find other possibilities like using a single letterform from one orientation, to
create two from the other. For e.g. Devnagari characters with a central verti-bar (‘ऋ’, ‘क’,
‘फ’) and those with a detached full verti-bar ((‘ग’, ‘ण’, ‘श’) that fall in the category of
‘madhyadandayukta’ and ‘antyadandayukta’ as per the graphical grouping done by Bapurao
naik), can be effectively used to create two Latin letterforms.
Thus, to create a functional structure for a combination ambigram, each graphical pair
must necessarily be such that the evolved linear structure contains the unique identifying
characteristics of two desired letterforms from both scripts, in their respective
orientations. One can omit strokes, insert extra strokes, combine strokes, break strokes
into pieces and play innumerable perceptual games to arrive at this structure, creating
which is the most challenging and interesting part of ambigram making.

Figure.2 One to one mapping

Figure.3 Exploration in structural modification of corresponding characters

3.3 Composing the word
Once the skeleton of the letterform pairs is made, one should then arrange them adjacent
to each other to compose the words. Here, there is a possibility that the letter structures
may need to be altered furthermore in order to match the flow of other letters in the
word. One may need to make slight changes in the structures of letterforms such that
when written together as a word, they make a unit.
Letters that have similar graphical structures as per their original anatomy must be given
similar treatments within the ambigram too. Thus the strokes of the letterforms in the
ambigram must be altered in terms of proportion, x-height, Capital height, ascenders,
descenders etc. in Latin, and aspects like shirorekha, matra line, rukar line etc. in
Devnagari. For.e.g. in Latin: n-m-w, t-f, b-d-p-q, etc. Such modifications in the individual
structures can help give the ambigram a consistent and uniform look that would add to its
readability as well as typographical aesthetics.
To understand another factor that affects the overall readability of a word we shall now
look into one of the aspects of the science of word recognition. In the word shape model,
the general idea is that we see words as complete patterns rather than the sum of letter
parts. The word patterns are recognizable to us as an image because we have seen each of
the patterns many times before. Also, text written in alternating case (Latin) is read

slower than either text in lowercase or uppercase. This supports the word shape model
because subjects are able to quickly recognize the familiar pattern of a word written
entirely in lowercase or uppercase, while words written in alternating case will have an
entirely novel word shape. Therefore, while finalizing the structure of the entire
ambigram; one needs to ensure that its overall shape and contour looks more or less like
the words written individually in their original form. Mixing of cases (Latin) must be
avoided. Also, in the ambigram, even though the artist may have had to make certain
compromises on the readability aspect of the all letterforms, he must ensure that
readability of the first and the last letter remain intact. This can assist the reader for
quick recognition and reading of the ambigram, inspite of the possible ambiguity that the
in-between letters may contain.

Figure.4 Arranging the fused letterforms to compose the words

3.4 Adding flesh to the skeletal framework
This stage is meant to be the final one for making the finished ambigram. After forming the
linear core structure of the ambigram it can now be enhanced by adding stroke width.
There is immense scope for these stylizations like mono-linear thickness, calligraphic
explorations using cut tool, flat tool, rounded tool etc. Other stylistic typographic
approaches can also be followed. But the style to be chosen must be in keeping with the
core skeleton and must ensure that it does not, in any way hamper readability. Rather, one
must try applying a style that can enhance the readability. In some cases, the basic
structure may consist of flourishes or extra strokes that are used to fuse two letter
structures. Here, the stylization of the strokes should be made such that the unwanted
strokes gain lesser importance moving the reader’s attention to focus on the actual letters.
For e.g. these strokes can be diffused by making them thin or else adding a thick and thin

structure to all the letters in the word, such that the thick side becomes part of the actual
letter and the thin side is meant to be overlooked.
In case of Devnagari-Latin ambigrams, one must remember that the style used must be
neutral in nature and should not tend towards the traditional styling of any one of the
scripts. If such typical stylized forms of either script are used, they may inversely affect
the identity of the other. For.eg. the traditional cut nib angles of Latin and Devnagari are
opposite of each other and therefore cannot be used for a 180 degree rotational ambigram
of the two scripts. However, since the two angles are actually reflections of each other,
they may be very effectively used in a mirror ambigram of this script combination.
It is also essential to maintain harmony in the ambigram through the stylization. Attention
must be given to typographic aesthetics in order to make the ambigram a harmonious and
balanced unit. It should not look either too cluttered or too loose. Also, the counterpaces
must be appropriately balanced and not disturb the form or hamper readability. To apply
stylization, references of existing styles in type design and calligraphy can be used as
inspiration. The ambigram may also be given a handwritten script or calligraphic look. In
Devnagari-Latin combination ambigrams, serifs for Latin can be used effectively to act as
the ‘Shirorekha’ for Devnagari.
In this stage, the final artwork of the ambigram is constructed. While adding thickness and
stylization, one may feel the need for certain changes in the core framework that can add
to the readability of the ambigram as a whole. Here, the artist should make the required
amendments as required since there is no rule stating that one must necessarily follow the
precise skeleton formed in the earlier stage. But the creator should keep in mind, that if
not applied rationally, a functional ambigram structure could even get ruined due to
overwork hampering readability. Although the stylization stage has infinite scope for
creative application one must always remember that it should not be overdone so as to
negatively affect the skeleton.

Figure.5 Adding flesh to the skeleton: Trial 1

Figure.5 Adding flesh to the skeleton: Trial 2

Figure.5 Adding flesh to the skeleton: Trial 3

Figure.6 Final Ambigram artwork for ‘tit for tat’ (top) and ‘जशास तसे’ (bottom)

4. Other factors
Along with the graphical aspects of an ambigram, there are also factors pertaining to the
viewer/reader of the ambigram that influence in deciding its quality with respect to
readability. One of them is the knowledge of the audience regarding the script which is
used for the ambigram. Often, even though the viewer may know the script, if he/she is
not accustomed to regularly using in that script, he may find it difficult to recognize the
word in the ambigram. What a viewer is expecting to see also makes a difference. For e.g.
if a Devnagari literate person is accustomed to reading the Latin script everyday and is
suddenly shown a combination ambigram from its Devnagari orientation, it is likely that
since he expects to read text in Latin, he may be unable to quickly perceive the
ambigram’s Devnagari word. Thus, it is essential for an ambigram artist to create the
ambigram with the target audience in mind. Here, feedback and opinion of others can play
a very important role. Since the creator of the ambigram is constantly analyzing the
letterforms, there is always the fear of getting so familiar with them, that he can easily
read his self-created ambigram however unreadable it may actually be. Therefore, before
finalization, a survey of the ambigram can prove to be very fruitful.

5. Conclusion
We can thus conclude that the process of ambigram creation is a very subjective one and
since it is basically dependent on graphical modifications, ambigrams could be created in
several scripts. The basics process would remain the same with additions and deletions as
per script specific typicality. As regards to Devnagari-Latin ambigrams or combination
ambigrams of any two scripts, the whole idea of incorporating two different sets of words
(the communication message) in a single typographical unit presents immense scope for
innovative exploration and usage. With the rapidly increasing need for bi-lingual
publication and bi-lingual communication media in general, this concept has tremendous
potential.
6. Other Sample Ambigrams

Figure.7 Combination Mirror Ambigram artwork for the words ‘दे वनागरी’ (left) and ‘Devnagri’ (right)

Figure.8 Rotational 180 degree ambigram for the words ‘भारत’ in the Devnagari script
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